
P5-7 learning from home update Tuesday 19 May 

Many thanks to you all for the amazing work you are doing to help your child or children manage 

their learning from home. We are constantly reviewing what we are doing to make it as easy and 

accessible as possible for both children and parents to access the home learning and so we are 

adapting and improving as we go. Many of the issues I cover in these updates have been raised by 

parents.  

In this update I will discuss: 

• Expectations of writing task in Assignments 

• Managing a balance of ‘core work’ and other curricular areas 

• Where to post photos of Science and IDL work 

• Helping your child manage the ‘social chat’ channel 

• Mental Health awareness week 

Expectations of writing task in Assignments 

I hope that your child has found it straightforward to access their extended writing task In 

Assignments. It is important that your child reads the Literacy Grid carefully before beginning work - 

this is where they will find the instructions and guidance. If they are unsure about any aspect of the 

writing task they should ask for help from their teacher on Teams. It is important to note that no one 

else can see your child’s writing work in Assignments. The teacher is the only person who can access 

their work.  

The extended task is not an ‘opt in’ activity, so if your child has not handed their writing task in by 

the due date, the teacher will email you asking you to support your child to complete and hand it in. 

Managing a balance of ‘core work’ and other curricular areas  

It is completely understandable if your child is starting to flag or is finding it hard to motivate 

themselves with the learning- the novelty of learning from home has well and truly worn off! It 

might well be an idea to keep the routine of maths and literacy going, but to spend more time on the 

new Science and topic Learning Grids over the next couple of weeks.  

Our new Science topic is on Light. The grid and all the resources your child needs have been 

uploaded to the class pages on the web site and to the Science Team. 

The new IDL topic is on Sport and there are lots of fantastic activities which will be suitable for the 

whole family, including a Tour de Morningside. 

The finale of the Sport topic will be our virtual Sports Day on Friday 29th May. Our P7 House Captain 

team are working very hard to plan a truly memorable day for the whole school family. More details 

will follow, but perhaps everyone should start practising their planks! 

Where to post photos of Science and IDL work 

As we have learnt more about Teams, we have effectively ‘shut down’ OneNote. Parents and 

teachers told us that it was confusing jumping between two different platforms, so everything will 

now be posted in your child’s class Teams and teachers will not be opening OneNote.  



If your child would like to share photos of their Science or IDL work, they should post it in their 

class Team, and the teacher will be able to see it. Please do also keep sending me photos for the 

school newsletter- it is great to see what everyone has been up to. 

Helping your child manage the ‘social chat’ channel 

You will remember when we first started using Teams, the class General channel was getting 

overloaded with chat from enthusiastic class members, so we created a ‘social chat’ channel for each 

class. This has worked much better and has been less distracting for children as they are trying to 

work, especially if the notifications have been switched off (details of how to do this in last week’s 

update). 

 For some children this is their first foray into social media, and so it is a great opportunity for 

parents to begin a dialogue with their child about how to navigate this new world successfully. Many  

parents find it a daunting prospect, but there is lots of help and advice available. We have an 

Internet Safety section on our website with many resources that parents have found helpful. 

https://southmorningsideprimary.wordpress.com/internet-safety-2/.  

I would strongly suggest that if your child is posting on the social chat channel that you keep an eye 

on it. The class teachers will be also keeping an eye but are not polici ng the channel. 

In relation to the ‘social chat’ channel, the key points to discuss would be:  

• Think about your audience. Everything you post will be read by lots of children, parents, 

your teacher and probably Mrs Morgan. Make sure you are posting something that everyone 

will enjoy- not just one or two friends. 

• Make sure it is appropriate! 

• Let everyone have a go. It gets boring if only one or two children are constantly posting!  

• Bring something to the party! It is lovely to see children popping on the chat with a specific 

question like ‘what could I bake?’. It then gives everyone something to contribute.  

• Be kind and be positive. Don’t criticise or make fun of other posts. 

Mental Health Awareness Week 

It is Mental Health Awareness Week this week, and Mrs Campbell has created a Sway with lots of 

great ideas for the whole family. This is the link: https://sway.office.com/at6kt0ljy8lz8uCR. This link 

will also be sent out by email. 

What has been covered in previous updates? 

I don’t want the weekly updates to be too long, so each issue is only covered once but all the 

previous updates are available on the ‘class’ page on the website for reference. 

Update 1 (27 April) 

• Where you can see the work your child has for the week 

• How we are using Teams for distributing learning and a communication channel 

• What you should do if you have any concerns 

Update 2 (5 May) 

• Uploading writing on Teams 

• Using YouTube 

https://southmorningsideprimary.wordpress.com/internet-safety-2/
https://sway.office.com/at6kt0ljy8lz8uCR


Update 2 (11 May) 

• Turning off notifications in Teams 

• Expectations of writing task in Assignments 

• Managing the maths work for your child 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


